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Abstract: - Rapid Prototyping is the one of the 

emerging technology in the field of 

manufacturing which substantially reduces the 

product   development time. Many times when 

multiple manufacturing processes are available 

for product manufacturing it may be 

troublesome for selecting the right one. The 

rapid prototyping methods can be implemented 

for rapid production of products or prototype 

but due to various process capabilities it is 

difficult to select the correct method.  The 

process can be selected according to the 

products requirement or availability with 

concern of various criteria of the product such 

as surface finishing, build time. Geometrical 

accuracy, material elongation etc. with the 

proper decision support system for process 

selection the higher accuracy and reliable 

output can be obtained. This paper includes 

remarks about current rapid prototyping 

methods along with their strengths and 

weaknesses. 

Index Terms:  RP Methods, Decision criteria, 

process capabilities 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Rapid Prototyping (RP) refers to a 

group of emerging technologies for fabricating 

physical objects directly from computer-based 

geometry descriptions of part designs. In RP a 

CAD file of an object is converted into a 

physical model using an additive or layered 

manufacturing technique. These physical 

models help to see, understand and analyze 

characteristics of the final product. It Allows 

fabrication of physical prototypes of any 

complexity using a layer-by-layer deposition 

technique directly from a computer-aided 

design model without any conventional 

requirements of process planning, tooling or 

numerical control programming. The rapid 

prototyping process greatly reduces the time 

and cost necessary to bring a new product to 

market. The prototypes made by these systems 

are used in a range of industrial applications 

including design evaluation, verification, 

testing, and as patterns for casting processes. 

Rapid prototyping technologies first emerged 

in 1987 with the advent of Stereo lithography, 

the first commercial RP system, marketed by 

3D Systems. The choice of a rapid prototyping 

system depends on a number of factors or 

selection criteria such as price, accuracy, build 

envelope, build material, build speed, surface 

finish and end applications. The various 

available rapid prototyping processes are 

basically material additive type whereas 

material removal and hybrid layered 

technologies are also evolved. Rapid 

technologies may be divided broadly into those 

involving the addition of material and those 

involving its removal. The material addition 

technologies may be divided by the state of the 

prototype material before part formation. The 

liquid based technologies may entail the 

solidification of resin on contact with a laser, 

the solidification of electro setting fluid, or the 

melting and subsequent solidification of the 

prototype material. The processes using 

powder compound then either with a laser or 

by the selective application of binding agents. 

Those processes which use solid sheets may be 

classified according to whether sheets are 

bonded with a laser or with an adhesive there 

are currently several different RP technologies 

available, each with its own unique set of 

competencies and limitations. Advance 

manufacturing technique such as Rapid 

prototyping is widely used in the automotive, 

aerospace, medical, and consumer products 

industries. Rapid prototyping and 

manufacturing prototypes are increasingly used 
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in the development of new products, spanning 

conceptual design, functional prototypes and 

tooling.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RP has become essential during the design 

process of a product. Along with computer 

visualization tools, a tangible design 

representation allows fully explore the strong 

and weak points of product. By seeing and 

touching a physical model, it will be much 

easier to identify the areas of product that 

require improvement. It might even inspire to 

come up with new solutions. This type of 

prototype will allow designers to explore the 

basic size, look and feel of a product without 

simulating the actual function. They can help 

assess ergonomic factors and provide insight 

into visual aspects of the product's final form. 

The basic principle of RP methods belongs to 

generative (or additive) production processes 

unlike subtractive or forming processes in 

which form is shaped by material removal or 

plastic deformation. 

          

 

 

 

 

 

In all commercial RP processes, the part is 

fabricated by deposition of layers contoured in 

a (x-y) plane two dimensionally. The third 

dimension (z) results from single layers being 

stacked up on top of each other, but not as a 

continuous z-coordinate. Therefore, the 

prototypes are very exact on the x-y plane but 

have stair-stepping effect in z-direction 

Stereleothography is the most popular RP 

method relies on a photosensitive monomer 

resin which forms a polymer and solidifies 

when exposed to UV light and this reaction 

takes place near the surface. In Selective laser 

sintering process fine polymeric powder like 

polystyrene, polycarbonate or polyamide etc. is 

spread on the substrate using a roller. The laser 

is modulated in such away that only those 

grains, which are in direct contact with the 

beam, are affected. In this process support 

structures are not required. In Fuse deposition 

modeling a movable nozzle on to a substrate 

deposits thread of molten polymeric material. 

Table 1:- Development of RP Methods 

Name Acronym Developm

ent years 

Stereolithography SLA 1986-1988 

Solid Ground Curing SGC 1986-1999 

Laminated Object 

Manufacturing 

LOM 1985-1991 

RP Layer Formation Methods 

Material 

Addition 

Hybrid 

Layer 

Material 

Removal 

Liquid 

Discret

e 

Solid 

Solidification of 

Liquid Polymer 

Solidification of 

Electroset Fluid 

Selective Laser Sintering 

3 D Printing 

Bonding of layer 

with sheet 

Bonding of sheets 

with light 

Fig 1:- Classification of RP Methods 

               Rapid Prototyping 

Conceptual 

Modeling 

Functional 

Prototype 

Manufacturing   
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End use 

parts 

Fig 2:- Applications of RP Methods 
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Fused Deposition Modeling FDM 1988-1991 

Selective Laser Sintering SLS 1987-1992 

3 D Printing 3DP 1985-1997 

 

 
Fig 3:- The scientific push and industrial pull in 

technological evolution 
 
3 FUTURE RELEVANCE RECOGNITION 

“Rapid Manufacturing cuts time-to-

market; it also reduces cost-to-the market by 

enabling a manufacturing service to industry as 

well as the consumer. For the policy makers, 

this means that it offers the tools to reduce the 

precious time and costs between knowledge 

and jobs. In other words: 

RM is the enabling technology for a 

knowledge-based manufacturing economy” 

 

4 The ECONOMICAL AND TECHNICAL 

MOTIVATION 

What are the special benefits we can 

attain from it? The novel manufacturing 

capabilities open new ways and may be utilized 

accordingly. Here is the known and most 

significant to-date; others may be discovered 

down the road. 

Freedom of Design allows the process delivers 

“Complexity for Free” Manufacturing for 

Design is the new approach. We can create and 

manufacture elements that weren’t possible 

previously. Light weight structures (hollow) 

Light weight, bone structure, optimized 

topology, Bionics design in order to save 

weight material and render the ystem much 

more dynamic. Save on energy and gain 

dynamic, learn from nature. New CAD 

methods for topological optimization are 

available. No-Tool production is the another 

important driver and can manufacture polymer 

and metal parts in small lots without the need 

for injection molds or tooling. Assemblies are 

reduced due to the part manufacturing In one 

stroke and Assembled a group-manufacture is 

possible under the condition that a minimal gap 

between the single components is kept. 

 

4 CONCLUSION 

The Rapid manufacturing sector is a 

multidimensional and heterogeneous sector, 

leading to widespread activity-boundaries and 

at the same time demonstrates great chances. 

The RP-RM technology is in a permanent 

confusion status consequently unable to gain 

wide confidence and credibility; it takes time 

and is on the way! It is the enabling technology 

for concurrent engineering. It’s goal is to 

reduce the product development and 

manufacturing costs and lead times, thereby 

increasing competitiveness. Impressive steps 

towards the goal have been made. However the 

field of RP is still not implemented up to the 

mark and with much effort to be expended on 

improving the speed, accuracy and reliability 

of RP systems and widen the range of materials 

for prototype constructions. Another 

improvement area will be the costing s most of 

the RP systems are too expensive to be 

affordable by any but the larger industries. 
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